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- August 2017 【文学全般・文学史・比較文学・文芸批評】
スティーヴン・グリーンブラット著『アダムとイヴの盛衰記』
The Rise and Fall of Adam and Eve
Greenblatt, Stephen
(W.W. Norton)
2017 : 09 368 p. Hardback 9780393240801 US$27.95
Bolder, even, than the ambitious books for which Stephen Greenblatt is already renowned, The Rise and Fall of Adam and Eve explores the
enduring story of humanity’s first parents. Comprising only a few ancient verses, the story of Adam and Eve has served as a mirror in which
we seem to glimpse the whole, long history of our fears and desires, as both a hymn to human responsibility and a dark fable about human
wretchedness.

【文芸理論】
文学・文化理論入門

第４版

Beginning Theory: An Introduction to Literary and Cultural Theory. 4th ed
Barry, Peter

Beginnings (Manchester U.P.)
2017 : 08 384 p.

Paperback 9781526121790 ￡11.99

Beginning Theory has been helping students navigate through the thickets of literary and cultural theory for over two decades. This new and
expanded fourth edition continues to offer readers the best single-volume introduction to the field. The book has been updated for this edition
and includes a new introduction, expanded chapters, and an overview of the subject ('Theory after "Theory"') which maps the arrival of new
'isms' since the second edition appeared in 2002 and the third edition in 2009.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
「カンタベリー物語」の「尼寺の長の話」にみる反ユダヤ主義と批評
The Critics and the Prioress: Antisemitism, Criticism, and Chaucer's Prioress's Tale
Johnson, Hannah & Blurton, Heather
(U. of Michigan Pr.)
2017 : 04 248 p. Hardback 9780472130344 US$70.00
Of all the Canterbury Tales, Geoffrey Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale, in which a young schoolboy is murdered by Jews for singing a song in
praise of the Virgin Mary, poses a problem to contemporary readers because of the antisemitism of the story it tells. Over the past fifty years,
scholars have asked: Is the antisemitism in the tale that of the Prioress? Or of Chaucer the pilgrim? Or of Chaucer the author? Or, indeed,
whether one ought to discuss antisemitism in the Prioress’s Tale at all, considering the potential anachronism of expecting medieval texts to
conform to contemporary ideologies. The Critics and the Prioress responds to a critical stalemate between the demands of ethics and the entailments of methodology.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
妖精の国の高い塔：トールキン、C.S. ルイス、G.K. チェスタトン、ジョージ・マクドナルドの神話を産み出
す世界観
The Great Tower of Elfland: The Mythopoeic Worldview of J. R. R. Tolkien, C. S. Lewis, G. K.
Chesterton, and George Macdonald
Rhone, Zachary A.
(Kent State U.P.)
2017 : 05 184 p. Hardback 9781606353295 US$45.00
This text overturns the misapplication of a divided worldview among two Inklings, J. R. R. Tolkien and C. S. Lewis, and their forerunners, G. K.
Chesterton and George MacDonald. Analyzing their literary, scholarly, and interpersonal texts, The Great Tower of Elﬂand clarifies the unities
of their thinking through five general categories: literature and language, humanism, philosophy of the personal journey, philosophy of history and civilization, and their
Christian mythopoeia.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
英国ルネッサンス文学研究ハンドブック
A Handbook of English Renaissance Literary Studies
Lee, John

Critical Theory Handbooks (Wiley-Blackwell)
2017 : 09 472 p. Hardback 9781118458785 US$150.00
A Handbook of English Renaissance Literary Studies is a groundbreaking guide to the contemporary engagement with critical theory within
the larger disciplinary area of Renaissance and Early Modern studies. Comprising commissioned contributions from leading international
scholars, it provides an overview of literary theory, beyond Shakespeare, focusing on most major figures, as well as some lesser-known
writers of the period.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
１８世紀イギリス文学史
A History of Eighteenth-Century British Literature
Richetti, John

Blackwell History of Literature (Wiley-Blackwell)
2017 : 09 392 p. Hardback 9781405135023 US$110.00
A History of Eighteenth-Century British Literature is a lively exploration of one of the most diverse and innovative periods in literary history.
Capturing the richness and excitement of the era, this book provides extensive coverage of major authors, poets, dramatists, and journalists
of the period, such as Dryden, Pope and Swift, while also exploring the works of important writers who have received less attention by modern
scholars, such as Matthew Prior and Charles Churchill. Uniquely, the book also discusses noncanonical, working-class writers and demotic
works of the era.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
トールキンの「指輪物語」における死の概念
The Sweet and the Bitter: Death and Dying in J. R. R. Tolkien's the Lord of the Rings
Amendt-Raduege, Amy
(Kent State U.P.)
2017 : 11 224 p.

Paperback 9781606353059 US$30.00

This book examines the ways in which Tolkien’s masterwork makes visible the connections between medieval and modern conceptions of
dying and analyzes how contemporary readers use The Lord of the Rings as a tool for dealing with death.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
トールキンの「中つ国」についてのエッセイ集
There Would Always be a Fairy Tale: Essays on Tolkien's Middle-Earth
Flieger, Verlyn
(Kent State U.P.)
2017 : 11 304 p.

Paperback 9781606353080 US$24.95

From the pen of eminent Tolkien scholar Verlyn Flieger, the individual essays in this collection were written over a span of twenty years, each
written to fit the parameters of a conference, an anthology, or both. They are revised slightly from their original versions to eliminate repetition
and bring them up to date. Grouped loosely by theme, they present an unpatterned mosaic, depicting topics from myth to truth, from social
manners to moral behavior, from textual history to the microparticles of Middle-earth.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
レイ・ブラッドベリ短編集

第３巻

１９４４－１９４５年

The Collected Stories of Ray Bradbury, Vol. 3: 1944-1945. Critical ed
Eller, Jonathan R. (ed.)
(Kent State U.P.)
2017 : 05 550 p. Hardback 9781606353028 US$75.00
Though it highlights just one year of writing, this third volume of The Collected Stories of Ray Bradbury represents a crucial moment at the
midpoint of his first full decade as a professional writer. The Volume 3 stories were all written between March 1944 and March 1945, and the
surviving letters of this period reveal the private conflict raging between Bradbury’s efforts to define a distinct style and creative vision at home
in Los Angeles and the tyranny of genre requirements imposed by the distant pulp publishing world in New York.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
ヘミングウェイの戦争
Hemingway's Wars: Public and Private Battles
Wagner-Martin, Linda
(U. of Missouri Pr.)
2017 : 03 288 p. Hardback 9780826221254 US$40.00
This is a study of the ways various kinds of injury and trauma affected Ernest Hemingway’s life and writing, from the First World War through
his suicide in 1961.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
ハーマン・メルヴィル
Herman Melville
Hayes, Kevin J.

Critical Lives (Reaktion Books)
2017 : 07 248 p.

Paperback 9781780238074 ￡11.99

American novelist and poet Herman Melville is considered by many to be the finest author his nation has produced. Born in New York in
1819, he achieved recognition as a leader of world literature with his daring stylistic innovations, and his masterpiece Moby-Dick continues to
capture the attention of readers around the globe. This fast-paced biography surveys Melville’s major works and tells the compelling story of
his unpredictable professional and personal life.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
マーク・トウェインとフランス
Mark Twain and France: The Making of a New American Identity
Harrington, Paula & Jenn, Ronald

Mark Twain and His Circle Series (U. of Missouri Pr.)
2017 : 06 248 p. Hardback 9780826221193 US$50.00
Blending cultural history, biography, and literary criticism, this book explores how one of America's greatest icons used the French to help
build a new sense of what it is to be “American” in the second half of the nineteenth century.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
ヘミングウェイと自然の関わりを考える
Teaching Hemingway and the Natural World
Maier, Kevin (ed.)

Teaching Hemingway (Kent State U.P.)
2017 : 12 216 p.

Paperback 9781606353189 US$36.00

Teaching Hemingway and the Natural World marks a key entry in Hemingway studies, bringing the questions from the rapidly evolving field of
environmental literary studies to bear on Hemingway’s places, animals, and life. It not only advances scholarship on Hemingway’s relationship
to the natural world, but it also facilitates bringing this understanding to the classroom.

【英語学・英語教育】
世界的な成功のための言語：楽天の英語公用語化
The Language of Global Success: How a Common Tongue Transforms Multinational Organizations
Neeley, Tsedal
(Princeton U.P.)
2017 : 10 200 p. Hardback 9780691175379 \3,690
For nearly three decades, English has been the lingua franca of cross-border organizations, yet studies on corporate language strategies and
their importance for globalization have been scarce. In The Language of Global Success, Tsedal Neeley provides an in-depth look at a single
organization - the high-tech giant Rakuten - in the five years following its English lingua franca mandate. Neeley’s behind-the-scenes account
explores how language shapes the ways in which employees who work in global organizations communicate and negotiate linguistic and
cultural differences.

【英語学・英語教育】
ラウトレッジ版共通語としての英語ハンドブック
The Routledge Handbook of English as a Lingua Franca
Jenkins, Jennifer et al. (ed.)

Routledge Handbooks in Applied Linguistics (Routledge)
2017 : 09 784 p. Hardback 9781138855328 ￡165.00
The Routledge Handbook of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) provides an accessible, authoritative and comprehensive introduction to the
main theories, concepts, contexts and applications of this rapidly developing field of study. Including 47 state-of-the art chapters from leading
international scholars, the handbook covers key concepts, regional spread, linguistic features and communication processes, domains and
functions, ELF in academia, ELF and pedagogy and future trends.

【英語学・英語教育】
ミシガン州アッパー半島の方言
Yooper Talk: Dialect as Identity in Michigan's Upper Peninsula
Remlinger, Kathryn A.

Languages and Folklore of the Upper Midwest (U. of Wisconsin Pr.)
2017 : 06 176 p. Hardback 9780299312503 US$24.95
Yooper Talk is a fresh and significant contribution to understanding regional language and culture in North America. The Upper Peninsula of
Michigan - known as "the UP" - is historically, geographically, and culturally distinct. Drawing on sixteen years of fieldwork, including interviews
with seventy-five lifelong residents of the UP, Kathryn Remlinger examines how the idea of a unique Yooper dialect emerged. Considering UP
English in relation to other regional dialects and their speakers, she looks at local identity, literacy practices, media representations, language
attitudes, notions of authenticity, economic factors, tourism, and contact with immigrant and Native American languages.

【世界の諸言語】
ジョージタウン版アラビア語モロッコ方言辞典
The Georgetown Dictionary of Moroccan Arabic: Arabic-English, English-Arabic
Maamouri, Mohamed (ed.)
(Georgetown U.P.)
2018 : 01 760 p. Hardback 9781626163317 US$80.95
Created using the latest computational linguistics ideas and tools, this etymological dictionary represents a new generation of Arabic language
reference materials designed to help English speakers gain proficiency in colloquial Arabic dialects. Scholars and linguists are certain to find
this complex and challenging dialect informative and useful in discussions of Arabic dialectology.

【映画・放送番組】
小津安二郎の映画
The Cinema of Ozu Yasujiro: Histories of the Everyday
Joo, Woojeong

Edinburgh Studies in East Asian Film (Edinburgh U.P.)
2017 : 05 224 p. Hardback 9780748696321 ￡70.00
Firmly situating him within the context of the Japanese film industry, Woojeong Joo examines Ozu’s work as a studio director and his relation
to sound cinema, and looks in-depth at his wartime experiences and his adaptation to post-war Japanese society. Drawing on Japanese
materials not previously examined in western scholarship, this is a ground-breaking new study of a master of cinema.

【映画・放送番組】
神聖な仕事、日本の植民地映画とその遺産
Divine Work, Japanese Colonial Cinema and its Legacy
Taylor-Jones, Kate

Topics and Issues in National Cinema (Bloomsbury Academic)
2017 : 08 240 p. Hardback 9781501306129 ￡96.00
For many East Asian nations, cinema and Japanese Imperialism arrived within a few years of each other. Exploring topics such as landscape,
gender, modernity and military recruitment, this study details how the respective national cinemas of Japan's territories struggled under, but
also engaged with, the Japanese Imperial structures. Japan was ostensibly committed to an ethos of pan-Asianism and this study explores
how this sense of the transnational was conveyed cinematically across the occupied lands.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】
絵画のなかの猫
Cats in Art
Morris, Desmond
(Reaktion Books)
2017 : 09 224 p. Hardback 9781780238333 ￡25.00
In this eye-catching book, bestselling author Desmond Morris tells the compelling story of cats in art, tracing its history from ancient rock
paintings and spectacular Egyptian art to the work of Old Masters, modernist representations and cartoons, as well as Naive and Outsider
art. Morris weaves illuminating stories with specially selected images that have rarely been seen before. Anyone who has a pet cat, or a
fascination for our feline companions, will enjoy this beautifully illustrated book. 137 illustrations, 135 in colour.

【建築】
建築と森林美学：デザインと回復可能なアーバニズムの新しい傾向
Architecture and the Forest Aesthetic: A New Look at Design and Resilient Urbanism
VanderGoot, Jana
(Routledge)
2017 : 12 302 p. Hardback 9781138837737 ￡110.00 Paperback 9781138837744 ￡29.99
ケース・スタディとして日本の焼杉（やきすぎ）についての言及有
This book re-imagines architecture and urbanism by allowing the forest to be a prominent consideration in the language of design, thus
recognizing the forest is essential rather than just incidental to human well-being. In Architecture and the Forest Aesthetic forest is a largescale urban construct that is far more extensive and nuanced than trees and shrubbery. The forest aesthetic opens designers to the forest as
a model for an urban architecture of permeable floors, protective canopies, connected food chains, beneficial decomposition, and resilient ecologies.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
架空の資本
Fictitious Capital: How Finance Is Appropriating Our Future
Durand, Cédric / Broder, David (trans.)
(Verso)
2017 : 06 240 p.

Paperback 9781784787196 ￡14.99

In this lucid and compelling book, economist Cédric Durand offers a concise and critical introduction to the world of finance, unveiling the truth
behind the credit crunch. Fictitious Capital moves beyond moralizing tales about greedy bankers, short-sighted experts and compromised
regulators to look at the big picture. Using comparative data covering the last four decades, Durand examines the relationship between trends
such as the rise in private and public debt and the proliferation of financial products; norms such as our habitual assumptions about the
production of value and financial stability; and the relationship of all this to political power.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
新経済学入門
Introducing a New Economics: Pluralist, Sustainable and Progressive
Reardon, Jack et al.
(Pluto Pr.)
2017 : 11 288 p. Hardback 9780745334899 ￡100.00 Paperback 9780745334882 ￡39.99
Introducing a New Economics is a groundbreaking textbook that heralds a revolution in the teaching of economics. Students and lecturers
alike are rejecting the narrow curricula and lack of intellectual diversity that characterise the mainstream. They demand that the real world
should be brought back into the classroom, insisting that this is the only way to confront the current crisis.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
ラウトレッジ版交通経済学ハンドブック
The Routledge Handbook of Transport Economics
Cowie, Jonathan & Ison, Stephen (ed.)
(Routledge)
2017 : 09 608 p. Hardback 9781138847491 ￡125.00
The Routledge Handbook of Transport Economics offers the first state of the art overview of the discipline of transport economics as it stands
today, reflective of key research and policy. Transport is an important area of study and one which is problem rich, stimulating a great deal of
debate in areas which impact on everyday lives. Much of this focuses on the practicalities of the modern-day phenomenon of mass movement
and all of the issues which surround it.

【公共財政】
黒い秘密：タックス・ヘイブンはいかにして経済を破壊するか
Dirty Secrets: How Tax Havens Destroy the Economy
Murphy, Richard
(Verso)
2017 : 02 256 p.

Paperback 9781786631671 ￡12.99

The Panama Papers were a reminder of how the superrich are allowed to hide their wealth from the rest of us. Dirty Secrets uncovers the
extent of the corruption behind this crisis and shows what needs to be done in the face of this unregulated spread of rampant greed.

【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】
小林 潔司（京都大学大学院教授）他編『経済統合と地域開発：ASEAN 経済共同体』
Economic Integration and Regional Development: The ASEAN Economic Community
Kobayashi, Kiyoshi et al. (ed.)

Routledge Studies in the Modern World Economy (Routledge)
2017 : 08 272 p. Hardback 9781138688056 ￡105.00
With a combined population larger than that of the EU or NAFTA, economic integration of the ASEAN states will have a massive impact on
both the Asian and global economies. This book examines the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) and its opportunities and challenges. It
looks at the impacts of economic integration, trade structure and economic interlinkage among these countries through case studies.

【資源・エネルギー・環境】
再生可能エネルギー研究
Advances in Renewable Energy Research
Pawlowski, Lucjan (ed.)
(CRC Pr.)
2017 : 08 86 p. Hardback 9781138553675 ￡92.00
Advances in Renewable Energy Research comprises papers delivered at an international workshop by authors from Poland, Germany,
Ukraine, China, Japan and Taiwan. The papers discussed the development of renewable energy technologies in certain countries, with
special attention deviated to the conducted scientific research.

【資源・エネルギー・環境】
世界の哀歌：国際情勢の展望
A World Elegy: Perspectives on Global Affairs
Sharpes, Donald K.

Countries and Cultures of the World (Nova Pub.)
2017 : 07 267 p. Hardback 9781536121070 US$270.00
This book compiles essays on major countries throughout the world, including Lebanon, Pakistan, China, Indonesia, Turkey, Israel, Iran,
India, Thailand, Malaysia, Cyprus, Malta, Borneo, Syria and two chapters on terrorist threats, including ISIS. It is a comprehensive review of
selected countries based on personal and professional experiences in these countries for the past 45 years, extensive research and readings,
and includes a discussion throughout concerning climate change.

【経営管理】
アジアのビジネスリーダーとリーダーシップ
Business Leaders and Leadership in Asia
Zhu, Ying et al.

Routledge Studies in the Growth Economies of Asia (Routledge)
2017 : 12 240 p. Hardback 9781138831360 ￡115.00
This book explores the current state of business leaders and leadership in Asia. It demonstrates that there is no single model of Asian
business leadership, and that Western models often do not fit easily alongside Asian cultural values. It discusses how relatively developed
Asian economies - Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Singapore, and former socialist economies - China and Vietnam - all have different types of
business leadership challenges at present.

【経営管理】
日本でコミュニケーションをはかるための七つのポイント
The Seven Keys to Communicating in Japan: An Intercultural Approach
Yamada, Haru et al.
(Georgetown U.P.)
2017 : 10 280 p. Hardback 9781626164765 US$89.95 Paperback 9781626164772 US$29.95
The key to professional success in Japan is understanding Japanese people. The authors, seasoned cross-cultural trainers for
businesspeople, provide a practical set of guidelines for understanding Japanese people and culture through David A. Victor's LESCANT
approach of evaluating a culture's language, environment, social organization, context, authority, nonverbal communication, and time
conception.

【社会学・人類学・社会理論】
古典的社会理論入門
Beginning Classical Social Theory
Stoetzler, Marcel

Beginnings (Manchester U.P.)
2017 : 08 368 p.

Paperback 9781784991456 ￡11.99

Beginning Classical Social Theory introduces students and educated general readers to thirteen key social theorists by way of examining a
single, exemplary text by each author, ranging from Comte to Adorno. It answers the need for a book that helps students develop the skill to
critically read theory.

【コミュニケーション論・マスメディア研究】
グローバルな学術雑誌出版事情
Global Academic Publishing: Policies, Perspectives and Pedagogies
Curry, Mary Jane & Lillis, Theresa (ed.)

Studies in Knowledge Production and Participation (Multilingual Matters)
2017 : 11 272 p. Hardback 9781783099238 ￡109.95 Paperback 9781783099221 ￡34.95
This book reports on the state of academic journal publishing in a range of geolinguistic contexts, including locations where pressures to
publish in English have developed more recently than in other parts of the world (e.g. Kazakhstan, Colombia), in addition to contexts that
have not been previously explored or well-documented.

【文化・知識・芸術・宗教社会学】
トビー・スレイド（東京大学准教授）他編『日本ポピュラーカルチャー入門』
Introducing Japanese Popular Culture
Freedman, Alisa & Slade, Toby (ed.)
(Routledge)
2017 : 12 408 p. Hardback 9781138852082 ￡125.00
With contributions from an international team of scholars, representing a range of disciplines from history and anthropology to art history and
media studies, the book’s sections include: Television/ Videogames/ Music/ Popular Cinema/ Anime/ Manga/ Popular Literature/ Fashion/
Contemporary Art. Written in an accessible style by a stellar line-up of international contributors, this textbook will be essential reading for
students of Japanese culture and society, Asian media and popular culture and Asian Studies in general.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】
不平等の時代
The Age of Inequality: Corporate America's War on Working People
Jeremy Gantz
(Verso)
2017 : 05 256 p.

Paperback 9781786631145 ￡14.99

With heart-wrenching reporting and incisive analysis, In These Times magazine has charted a staggering rise in inequality and the fall of the
American middle class. Here, in a selection from four decades of articles by investigative reporters and progressive thinkers, is the story of
our age. It is a tale of shockingly successful corporate takeovers stretching from Reagan to Trump, but also of brave attempts to turn the tide,
from the Seattle global justice protests to Occupy to the Fight for 15.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】
持続可能性と幸福の文化
Cultures of Sustainability and Wellbeing: Theories, Histories and Policies
Spinozzi, Paola & Mazzanti, Massimiliano (ed.)

Routledge Studies in Culture and Sustainable Development (Routledge)
2017 : 11 344 p. Hardback 9781138234543 ￡110.00
Cultures of Sustainability and Wellbeing: Theories, Histories and Policies examines and assesses the interdependence between sustainability
and wellbeing by drawing attention to humans as producers and consumers in a post-human age. Why wellbeing ought to be regarded as
essential to sustainable development is explored firstly from multifocal theoretical perspectives encompassing sociology, literary criticism and
socioeconomics, secondly in relation to institutions and policies, and thirdly with a focus on specific case studies across the world.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】
緊縮経済の時代の福祉の拡大
Expanding Welfare in an Age of Austerity: Increasing Protection in an Unprotected World
Kevins, Anthony

Changing Welfare States (Amsterdam U.P.)
2017 : 06 224 p. Hardback 9789462980211 ￡70.00
In recent decades, and particularly since the financial crisis, continental Europe has seen an increasing gap between those workers who have
well-protected, good-paying jobs with strong benefits and those who work lower-quality, nonstandard jobs, or who have no regular work at all.
This situation would seem to call for increased spending on the social safety net, yet governments throughout the region have instead been
turning to austerity. In the face of that reality, the options for helping disadvantaged workers are to extend coverage through re-allocating the
benefits given to higher-level workers, maintain the benefits of the well-off as the number of outsiders continues to grow, or simply ignore the problem.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】
抗議運動の世界的拡散
Global Diffusion of Protest: Riding the Protest Wave in the Neoliberal Crisis
Porta, Donatella (ed.)

Protest and Social Movements, 11 (Amsterdam U.P.)
2017 : 04 272 p. Hardback 9789462981690 ￡70.00
Recent years have seen a new development in the growth and spread of popular protest: protests that began as local, homogeneous eventssuch as Occupy Wall Street or the protests of the Arab Spring-quickly left their original locations and local specificity behind and became
global. This book looks at the development of this wave of protests, with an eye on protests against austerity and neoliberal economic
policies, and offers a global view, covering events in Turkey, Brazil, Venezuela, South Africa, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Ukraine, and other locations.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】
政府のイデオロギー、経済的圧力、リスクの私化
Government Ideology, Economic Pressure, and Risk Privatization: How Economic Worldviews Shape
Social Policy Choices in Times of Crisis
Horn, Alexander

Changing Welfare States (Amsterdam U.P.)
2017 : 06 300 p. Hardback 9789462980204 ￡70.00
This book analyses labour market changes in eighteen countries and shows that the most important factor in explaining whether cuts are
made is the economic world view of a particular government rather than actual economic pressures.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】
新しい貧困
The New Poverty
Armstrong, Stephen
(Verso)
2017 : 10 336 p.

Paperback 9781786634634 ￡12.99

In The New Poverty investigative journalist Stephen Armstrong travels across Britain to tell the stories of those who are most vulnerable. It
is the story of an unreported Britain, abandoned by politicians and betrayed by the retreat of the welfare state. As benefit cuts continue and
in-work poverty soars, he asks what long-term impact this will have on post-Brexit Britain and - on the seventy-fifth anniversary of the 1942
Beveridge report - what we can do to stop the destruction of our welfare state.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】
スラム：世界的不平等の歴史
Slums: The History of a Global Injustice
Mayne, Alan
(Reaktion Books)
2017 : 07 320 p. Hardback 9781780238098 ￡20.00
In this comprehensive global history, Alan Mayne explores the evolution and meaning of the word ‘slum’, from its origins in London in the early
nineteenth century to its use to describe favela communities in the lead up to the Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games in 2016.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】
社会的不平等についての道徳的展望
World of Difference: A Moral Perspective on Social Inequality
Ellemers, Naomi (ed.)
(Amsterdam U.P.)
2017 : 06 120 p. Hardback 9789462984028 ￡11.99
The essays in this book have been prepared by experts from different disciplines, ranging from philosophy to engineering, and from
economics to epidemiology. On the basis of recent scientific insights, World of Difference examines how group memberships impact on
individual outcomes in four key domains: health, education and work, migration, and the environment. This offers a new moral perspective on
social inequality, which policy makers tend to neglect.

【政治学全般】
オルタナ・アメリカ：トランプ時代の急進的右翼の台頭
Alt America: The Rise of the Radical Right in the Age of Trump
Neiwert, David
(Verso)
2017 : 10 256 p. Hardback 9781786634238 ￡17.99
Investigative reporter David Neiwert has been tracking extremists for more than two decades, and here he provides a deeply reported and
authoritative report on the background, mindset, and growth of Far Right movements across the country. The product of years of reportage,
and including the most in-depth investigation of Trump’s ties to Far Right figures, this is a crucial book about one of the most disturbing sides
of American society.

【政治学全般】
グラムシの二律背反
The Antinomies of Antonio Gramsci
Anderson, Perry
(Verso)
2017 : 04 176 p. Hardback 9781786633729 ￡14.99
Perry Anderson’s essay “The Antimonies of Antonio Gramsci,” first published in New Left Review in 1976, was an explosive analysis of the
central strategic concepts in the thought of the great Italian Marxist. Since then it has been the subject of book-length attacks across four
decades for its disentangling of the hesitations and contradictions in Gramsci’s highly original usage of such key dichotomies as East and
West, domination and direction, hegemony and dictatorship, state and civil society, and war of position and war of movement.

【政治学全般】

北極圏のガバナンス
第１巻：法と政治
Arctic Governance, Vol. 1: Law and Politics
Fridtjof Nansen Institute
(I.B. Tauris)
2017 : 09 304 p. Hardback 9781784539627 ￡75.00
In this first of three volumes, the latest research and analysis from the world’s leading Arctic research body - the Fridtjof Nansen Institute
is brought together for the first time. Arctic Governance: Law and Power investigates the political contexts and international tensions
surrounding the actions of nation states, focusing especially on the disputes which have emerged where European, American and
Russian interests compete directly.

第 2 巻：エネルギー、海洋生物資源、海運業
Arctic Governance, Vol. 2: Energy, Living Marine Resources and Shipping
Fridtjof Nansen Institute
2018 : 04

Hardback 9781784539634 ￡75.00

第 3 巻：ノルウェー、ロシア、アジア諸国
Arctic Governance, Vol. 3: Norway, Russia and Asian States
Fridtjof Nansen Institute
2018 : 11

Hardback 9781784539641 ￡75.00

【政治学全般】
権力を持つ都市
Cities of Power: The Urban, The National, The Social, The Global
Therborn, Göran
(Verso)
2017 : 05 320 p. Hardback 9781784785444 ￡20.00
In this brilliant, very original survey of the politics and meanings of urban landscapes, leading sociologist Göran Therborn offers a tour of
the world’s major capital cities, showing how they have been shaped by national, popular, and global forces. Their stories begin with the
emergence of various kinds of nation-state, each with its own special capital city problematic. In turn, radical shifts of power have impacted
on these cities’ development, in popular urban reforms or movements of protest and resistance; in the rise and fall of fascism and military
dictatorships; and the coming and going of Communism.

【政治学全般】
階級、人種、マルクス主義
Class, Race and Marxism
Roediger, David
(Verso)
2017 : 07 192 p. Hardback 9781786631237 ￡19.99
Seen as a key figure in the critical study of whiteness, US historian David Roediger has sometimes received criticism, and praise, alleging
that he left Marxism behind in order to work on questions of identity. This volume collects his recent and new work implicitly and explicitly
challenging such a view. In his historical studies of the intersections of race, settler colonialism, and slavery, in his major essay (with
Elizabeth Esch) on race and the management of labour, in his detailing of the origins of critical studies of whiteness within Marxism, and in his
reflections on the history of solidarity, Roediger argues that racial division is not only part of the history of capitalism but also of the logic of capital.

-

【政治学全般】
ヨーロッパの断層：人種差別と右翼の台頭
Europe's Fault Lines: Racism and the Rise of the Right
Fekete, Elizabeth
(Verso)
2018 : 01 240 p. Hardback 9781784787226 ￡17.99
An expansive investigation of the ways in which a newly-configured right interconnects with anti-democratic and illiberal forces at the level of
the state, Europe’s Fault Lines provides much-needed answers, revealing some uncomfortable truths.

【政治学全般】
権利を有する権利
The Right to Have Rights
Hunt, Alastair et al.
(Verso)
2018 : 01 144 p. Hardback 9781784787547 ￡12.99
Here five leading thinkers from varied disciplines, including history, law, and politics, discuss the critical issue of the basis of rights and the
meaning of radical democratic politics today.

【政治学全般】
ラウトレッジ版欧州懐疑主義ハンドブック
Routledge Handbook of Euroscepticism
Startin, Nicholas & Usherwood, Simon (ed.)
(Routledge)
2017 : 08 494 p. Hardback 9781138784741 ￡165.00
Containing a full range of thematic contributions from eminent scholars in the field, The Routledge Handbook of Euroscepticism is a definitive
frame of reference for academics, practitionersand those with an interest in the debate about the EU, and more broadly for students
ofEuropean Studies, EU and European Politics.

【政治学全般】
両大戦間期イギリスの独立労働党
Under Siege: The Independent Labour Party in Interwar Britain
Bullock, Ian
(Athabasca U.P.)
2017 : 03 428 p.

Paperback 9781771991551 US$44.95

Despite this reversal of fortunes, during the 1930s - years that witnessed the ascendancy of both Stalin and Hitler - the ILP demonstrated
an unswerving commitment to democratic socialist thinking. Drawing extensively on the ILP’s Labour Leader and other contemporary leftwing newspapers, as well as on ILP publications and internal party documents, Bullock examines the debates and ideological battles of the
ILP during the tumultuous interwar period. He argues that the ILP made a lasting contribution to British politics in general, and to the modern
Labour Party in particular, by preserving the values of democratic socialism during the interwar period.

【政党・選挙・立法府】
社会言語学の観点からみたドナルド・トランプの言葉
Talking Donald Trump: A Sociolinguistic Study of Style, Metadiscourse, and Political Identity
Sclafani, Jennifer

Routledge Focus on Linguistics (Routledge)
2017 : 09 128 p. Hardback 9781138244504 ￡45.00
Talking Donald Trump examines the language of Donald Trump’s presidential campaign from the perspective of sociocultural linguistics.
This book offers an insight into the many stages of Trump’s political career, from his initial campaign for the Republican nomination, up to his
presidency. Drawing from speeches, debates, and interviews, as well as parodies and public reactions to his language, Sclafani explores how
Trump’s language has produced such polarized reactions among the electorate.

【国際関係論】
アフリカとアジアの邂逅
African-Asian Encounters: New Cooperations and New Dependencies
Hashim, Azirah & Graf, Arndt (ed.)

Global Asia, 7 (Amsterdam U.P.)
2017 : 06 234 p. Hardback 9789462984288 ￡70.00
In recent decades, ties between Africa and Asia have greatly increased. And while most of the scholarly attention to the phenomenon has
focused on China, often with an emphasis on asymmetric power relations in both politics and economics, this book takes a much broader
view, looking at various small and medium-sized actors in Asia and Africa in a wide range of fields. It will be essential for scholars working on
Asian-African studies and will also offer insights for policymakers working in this fast-changing field.

【国際関係論】
中国と尖閣諸島（釣魚島）問題
China and the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands Dispute: Escalation and De-escalation
Szanto, Balazs

Asian Security Studies (Routledge)
2017 : 12 208 p. Hardback 9781138095588 ￡105.00
The Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands dispute is a prominent territorial dispute between China and Japan. This book critically assesses that dispute
in a pragmatic, policy-oriented manner. The central question of the work focuses on the various military (direct invasion, coercion) and nonmilitary (bilateral negotiations, binding and non-binding third party options and delaying) foreign policy avenues available to China to pursue
its key interests over the disputed islands.

【国際関係論】
平和構築について：国民国家と国際連合を救済するために
On Building Peace: Rescuing the Nation-State and Saving the United Nations
Schulenburg, Michael von der
(Amsterdam U.P.)
2017 : 05 282 p.

Paperback 9789462984271 ￡22.95

On Building Peace seeks the answers that the UN Charter can no longer provide. Once meant as a guarantor for peace, the Charter was
never designed to deal with intra-state conflicts and today its core principles are eroded. The book makes two rather simple, but possibly
unpopular suggestions for preserving future peace: first, we must rescue the nation-state, not despite but because of globalization, and
second, we must not further undermine the United Nations, but expand its Charter for dealing collectively with this triple threat.

【国際関係論】
トルーマン、フランコのスペインと冷戦
Truman, Franco's Spain, and the Cold War
Bowen, Wayne H.
(U. of Missouri Pr.)
2017 : 03 208 p. Hardback 9780826221179 US$50.00
Well-deployed primary sources and brisk writing by Wayne H. Bowen make this an excellent framework for understanding the evolution of U.S.
policy toward Spain, and thus how a nation facing a global threat develops strategic relationships over time.

【各国の外交】
日中競合と東アジアの安全保障複合体
Chinese-Japanese Competition and the East Asian Security Complex
Reeves, Jeffrey (ed.)

Asian Security Studies (Routledge)
2017 : 06 242 Hardback 9781138219069 ￡105.00
The book outlines the role that Sino-Japanese competition plays in East Asian security, an area of study largely overlooked in contemporary
writing on Asian security, which tends to focus on US-China relations and/or US hegemony in Asia. The volume focuses on Chinese and
Japanese foreign policy under President Xi Jinping and Prime Minister Shinzō Abe, and regional security dynamics within and between Asian
states/institutions since 2012.

【各国の外交】
市原麻衣子（一橋大学准教授）著『ソフト・パワーとしての日本の国際民主化支援』
Japan's International Democracy Assistance as Soft Power: Neoclassical Realist Analysis
Ichihara, Maiko

Politics in Asia (Routledge)
2017 : 09 168 p. Hardback 9781138957053 ￡105.00
This book intends to answer the questions of why Japan has started emphasizing democracy assistance and why it has relegated itself to a
minor role in democracy assistance nevertheless. It argues that Japan’s emphasis on democracy assistance reveals its intention to increase
its political influence with regards to China based on democratic values, and its usage of the term "democracy assistance" is a performative
speech act to orchestrate a comprehensive approach for international democracy support.

【軍事学】
内閣主導に挑む：議会と外交問題
Challenging Executive Dominance: Legislatures and Foreign Affairs
Raunio, Tapio & Wagner, Wolfgang (ed.)

West European Politics (Routledge)
2017 : 10 236 p. Hardback 9781138555099 ￡115.00
The articles are specifically chosen to cover the whole range of foreign affairs questions from crisis management and military missions, arms
trade, the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) of the European Union (EU), international energy agreements, to international trade
negotiations. Drawing on a principal-agent framework, the book challenges the conventional wisdom of ‘executive autonomy’ in foreign affairs,
with parliaments using multiple ex ante and ex post instruments to monitor, oversee and control governments in external relations.

【幼児・初等・中等教育・学校運営】
デジタル・ラーニングの出現と革新
Emergence and Innovation in Digital Learning: Foundations and Applications
Veletsianos, George (ed.)

Issues in Distance Education (Athabasca U.P.)
2016 : 05 324 p.

Paperback 9781771991490 US$39.95

Contributors to Emergence and Innovation in Digital Learning include individuals who are shaping the future of online learning with their
innovative applications and investigations on the impact of issues such as openness, analytics, MOOCs, and social media. Building on work
first published in Emerging Technologies in Distance Education, the contributors to this collection harness the dispersed knowledge in online
education to provide a one-stop locale for work on emergent approaches in the field.

【哲学全般】
21 世紀の注目すべき思想家 21 人
General Intellects: Twenty One Thinkers for the 21st Century
Wark, McKenzie
(Verso)
2017 : 05 320 p. Hardback 9781786632838 ￡60.00 Paperback 9781786631909 ￡16.99
21 人の思想家に柄谷行人、東浩紀が含まれている
A guide to the thinkers and ideas that will shape the future.

【近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派】
ジャン＝フランソワ・リオタール
Jean-François Lyotard
Bamford, Kiff

Critical Lives (Reaktion Books)
2017 : 07 224 p.

Paperback 9781780238081 ￡11.99

Jean-François Lyotard is one of the most important, and complex, French thinkers of the twentieth century. Best known in the Englishspeaking world for his book The Postmodern Condition, Lyotard produced a multi-faceted work that has often been obscured by its sometimes
problematic association with the postmodern. His life refuses to follow the clear trajectory common to academics in France: it stalls and
hesitates, with Lyotard’s first ‘career’ consisting of fifteen years of militant Marxist political engagement.

【古代哲学・中世哲学・古典学】
沈黙の声：オヴィディウスの語りの詩学
Silenced Voices: The Poetics of Speech in Ovid
Natoli, Bartolo A.

Wisconsin Studies in Classics (U. of Wisconsin Pr.)
2017 : 08 232 p. Hardback 9780299312107 US$69.95
Silenced Voices is a pointed examination of the loss of speech, exile from community, and memory throughout the literary corpus of the
Roman poet Ovid. In his book-length poem Metamorphoses, characters are transformed in ways that include losing their power of human
speech. In Tristia and Epistulae ex Ponto, poems written after Ovid's exile from Rome in 8 ce, he represents himself as also having been
transformed, losing his voice.

【東洋哲学】
孔子研究必携
A Companion to Confucius
Goldin, Paul (ed.)

Blackwell Companions to Philosophy (Wiley-Blackwell)
2017 : 09 416 p. Hardback 9781118783870 US$195.00
A Concise Companion to Confucius offers a succinct introduction to one of East Asia’s most widely-revered historical figures, providing
essential coverage of his legacy at a manageable length. The volume embraces Confucius as philosopher, teacher, politician, and sage,
and curates a collection of key perspectives on his life and teachings from a team of distinguished scholars in philosophy, history, religious
studies, and the history of art. Taken together, chapters encourage specialists to read across disciplinary boundaries, provide nuanced paths
of introduction for students, and engage interested readers who want to expand their understanding of the great Chinese master.

【考古学・古代史】
非言語コミュニケーション
Nonverbal Communication: Insights, Importance in Healthcare Settings and Social Influences
Park, Celia D. (ed.)

Social Psychology Research Progress (Nova Pub.)
2017 : 07 105 p.

Paperback 9781536120684 US$82.00

Chapter Four：中村隆志（新潟大学人文学部情報メディア論教授）
Nonverbal communication between healthcare providers and recipients are mutually constructed, culturally intricate, contextually dependent,
and socially affective. In healthcare settings, both patients and physicians use nonverbal communication (e.g. paralinguistic, kinesic, and
proxemic cues) to convey their thoughts apart from verbal questions and answers, with the former describing their medical history and health
issues and the latter providing medical advice and helpful treatment plans.

【ロシア・東欧（旧共産圏）研究】
ロシア革命の美しき物語
Arc of Utopia: The Beautiful Story of the Russian Revolution
Chamberlain, Lesley
(Reaktion Books)
2017 : 10 256 p. Hardback 9781780238524 ￡20.00
Arc of Utopia offers a fresh look at the German philosophical origins of the Russian Revolution. Lesley Chamberlain relates how the influential
German philosophers Kant, Schiller and Hegel were dazzled by contemporary events in Paris, and how art and philosophy exploded on the
streets of Russia, with a long-repressed people uniquely reinventing the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity.

【日本研究】
戦艦大和
Battleship Yamato: Of War, Beauty and Irony
Morris, Jan

Liveright (W.W. Norton)
2017 : 11 80 p. Hardback 9781631493423 US$15.15
Here, Jan Morris not only tells the dramatic story of the magnificent ship itself―from secret wartime launch to futile sacrifice at Okinawa―but,
more fundamentally, interprets the ship as an allegorical figure of war itself, in its splendor and its squalor, its heroism and its waste. Drawing
on rich naval history and rhapsodic metaphors from international music and art, Battleship Yamato is a work of grand ironic elegy.

【アラブ・中東研究】
中東の石油の歴史
Empires and Anarchies: A History of Oil in the Middle East
Morton, Michael Quentin
(Reaktion Books)
2017 : 08 256 p. Hardback 9781780238104 ￡25.00
From the first explorers trudging through the desert wastes to the excesses of the Peacock Throne and the high stakes of OPEC, the burntout remains of Saddam Hussein’s armies and the human tragedy of the Arab Spring, Empires and Anarchies describes the history of oil in all
its aspects: how it enriched and fractured the Middle East, eroding traditional ways of life and facilitating the rise of Islamic radicalism.

【地球科学・地質学・鉱物学】
長谷部信行（早稲田大学理工学術院教授）著
Nuclear Planetary Science: Planetary Science Based on Gamma-Ray, Neutron and X-Ray
Spectroscopy
Hasebe, Nobuyuki et al. (ed.)

Advances in Planetary Science, 1 (World Scientific)
2017 : 11 176 p. Hardback 9789813209701 \13,430
Nuclear planetary science has come to play an important role in our understanding of the origin and evolution of the planetary bodies in our
solar system. A newly established branch of planetary science, its study aids in humankind's exploration of the present states of the structures
of various planetary bodies (including the Earth), their atmospheres and their satellites, as well as small celestial bodies (e.g. asteroids),
through direct observation. Knowing the elemental composition of the planetary bodies is essential in order to understand the formation and evolution of planetary bodies ?
just as important as it is to know the mass, radius, density and orbit of the celestial body.

◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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